In this issue of the Newsletter we review a fire/soot Restoration project.
The type of soot and level of aﬀectation vary considerably depending on the materials
involved in the fire, therefore specific techniques are required for successful Restoration.
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WORKSHOP FIRE RESTORATION
A large mechanical workshop was the scene of a
significant fire, causing substantial damage to
sophisticated machinery used in the service and
repair of motor vehicles, as well as steel work
benches, cabinets, tools and stock. The Insurer
engaged a Major Loss Adjuster to assess the claim
and coordinate the Restoration of the building
and contents. Due to ADR’s vast experience
in the Restoration of advanced electronic and
electromechanical equipment, the Adjuster
promptly engaged ADR to decontaminate and
Restore the aﬀected contents and oﬃces. ADR
operators were sent to the workshop and began
by manifesting, packing and removing the various
contents for further evaluation.
The experienced ADR Systems Technicians
inspected the various machinery to determine the
opportunity for Restoration on each,
in order to prepare a detailed
proposal and estimate
for the Adjuster
to consider when
assessing the
economic viability
of Restoration on
the claim. Among
the items were wheel balancing and tyre
fitting machines, brake lathes, automotive air
conditioning testing and re-gassing equipment,
battery chargers, jump starters, etc. All of these
pieces of equipment involve diﬀerent levels of
electronic and mechanical systems and were

found to be contaminated by
soot, requiring very specific
Restoration treatment to prevent
permanent damage. The Insurer
accepted the proposal and
instructed ADR to Restore
the items to a Pre-event state.
Each
item
was
dismantled,
inspected and decontaminated using ADR’s
proprietary Technical Restoration process,
reassembled and functionality and safety tested.
The tool cabinets, steel work benches, etc.
involved in the claim were not only covered in
soot, but also covered in various contaminants
such as oil, grease, dirt, etc. as you would expect
in a functioning mechanical workshop. As a result
of the decontamination, many of these items were
Restored to, not only a Pre-event state, but to an
almost new condition. Once the equipment was
removed from the building to undergo Technical
Restoration, ADR’s Restoration Operators attended
the oﬃces of the workshop to decontaminate and
Restore the structural features of the building,
such as the aluminium window frames, all painted
surfaces, hard floors and permanent fixtures.
The majority of items removed for restoration
responded well to the treatment and were returned
to the workshop once the builder had completed
the required structural restoration works. In this
case the Insured received most of their items back
in a short period of time, whilst the Insurer avoided
many thousands of dollars in replacement costs.

RESTORATION DEFINED
Occasionally we receive inquiries
as to what we mean when we
refer to “Restoration”. The primary
objective of Restoration is to return
the item being restored, as far as is
practicable, to its pre-Event State.
Specifically, its state immediately
prior to an insurable Event, such as
a fire or ingress.
It is not the objective of Restoration
to address pre-Event issues, or
alter the pre-Event status of the
item beyond that which is required
to achieve the above objective.
The item, post restoration, should
appear and operate substantially
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the same as prior to the Event. In
practice, most items are returned
to a better than pre-Event State as
a consequence of the Restoration
processes used.
Thus, at the completion of
Restoration, the item being
Restored can be expected to
substantially exhibit all of the
features, functionality, performance
and aesthetics, that existed prior to
the Event.
Put simply, the completion of the
Restoration means the item being
Restored is ‘back to where it was’
prior to the Event.

COMIC RECOVERY
“Actually Sir, our Technicians
would be able to restore your
driveway after you burned
rubber on it, but you’ll need to
check with your Insurer about
coverage for that”
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Send your feedback, questions, articles, comments, or testimonials, etc. to us by email: adr@ausdr.com.au
or join the conversation on our social media pages.
No names will be published with reader submissions unless specifically requested otherwise.

